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Gifted and Talented Staff
The gifted and talented staff for the Mt. Evans BOCES and its
member districts are:

career possibilities while learning that they can make a positive
contribution to society.”

Mt. Evans BOCES Assistant Director
Rebecca Odegard-Siegele
rodegardsiegele@mtevansboces.com
Clear Creek School District: King Murphy/Carlson Elementary
Schools and Clear Creek Middle/High Schools
Heidi Lupinacci
heidi.lupinacci@ccsdre1.org
303-679-4617
Clear Creek School District: Georgetown Community
School-Sam Braakman
Sam.braakman@ccsdre1.org
Gilpin County School District Gifted Coordinator
Sunshine Vincent-svincent@gilpin.k12.co.us
303-582-3444, ext. 3148
Platte Canyon School District Gifted Coordinator
Salomeia Azgur
Contact sazgur@pcsdk12.org
303-838-4642, ext. 1658

The FMS Robotics Team attended the FIRST LEGO
League North Denver Qualifier on Saturday,
November 23, 2019.
“In FIRST LEGO League,
children are immersed in
real-world science and
technology challenges.
Teams design their own
solution to a current
scientific question or
problem and build
autonomous LEGO robots
that perform a series of missions.Through their participation,
children develop valuable life skills and discover exciting

The tournament is comprised of multiple parts including: the
project, the robot design, core values and the missions. The
students attended three judging sessions in the morning, the
project, the robot design and core values, had some time to
work on their missions and then in the afternoon they had the
opportunity to show off their robot and run their missions
within the allotted two and a half minutes.

For their project, the team decided to choose the Weakland
Fawks Park in Bailey Colorado. They researched information
about the park, took pictures of it, and then discussed all of the
problems that the park was facing as well as possible solutions.
In the end, the team decided to focus on the problem of
drainage. They noticed that all of the runoff from rain was
damaging the lower area of the park. Students then combined
their ideas together to come up with a solution. The team came
up with a drainage system design which would eventually
reroute the water to the trees in the park.

6901 Wadsworth Blvd, Arvada, CO. This event will
feature a two hour parent parent mini-conference, lunch,
and the lunch keynote: The Possibility of the Unexplored
by Dr. Andi McNair. Learn more about the keynote here.
This is a half day conference geared toward parents. If
you have an interest in the general conference which runs
all day and is geared toward educators and professionals,
you may register for that instead.
Parent Conference Features:
●
●
●
●
●

Morning Workshop
Keynote Presentation
Browse the exhibits
Hot lunch
Valuable information you can use with the gifted
kids in your life.

Conference Schedule for Parents
Parent Half-Day Conference 9:30 AM – 1:30 PM* MST
Parents are also welcome to attend the Mental Health
Panel during the last session of the general conference
(2:45 - 4 PM).
9:30 AM - 9:45 AM: Registration, Exhibits
The team won 2nd place in the category of Robot Design. The
judges said the following: Great job on developing a gear box
and quick change motor as well as innovative use of worm
drive.

9:45 AM - 10:45 AM – Parent Session #1
10:55 AM - 11:55 AM: Parent Session #2
11:50 AM - 1:30 PM: Lunch, Tribute & Keynote,
followed by dessert and coffee at 1:30 PM

Go Mustangs!!!

Beyond Giftedness
Information

Please plan to arrive by 9:40 AM

Conference:

Parent

The cost for the entire parent portion, including lunch, is
$50, or $85 for (same household) couples through
12/31/19. Rates go up by $10 after this, and by another
$10 (walk-ins) after 2/26/20. The registration link can be
found here: Register Now!

Colorado Association for Gifted and Talented
Children (CAGT)

The Beyond Giftedness Parent Conference is scheduled
for Friday, 2/28/20 at the Arvada Center for the Arts,

Each year, the Colorado Association for Gifted and
Talented host a conference on gifted education. The
conference was October 22-23, 2019. Those attending
this conference from the Gilpin County School District
were: Sunshine Vincent, Gifted Coordinator GCSD,
Dusty Newburgy, Language Arts Teacher, and Suzanne
Diekman, Montisorri Teacher. Those attending from the

Platte Canyon School District were Salomeia Aagur,
Gifted Coordinator and Ellie Burgett, Math Teacher.
Attending from the CCSD was Heidi Lupinacci, Gifted
Coordinator.
Each attendee provided a summary of sessions attended.
Here is a snapshot of those sessions.
Dusty Newberg
“Shifting Proficient Writers to a Gifted State of
Mind”
Jennifer Gottschalk’s engaging session provided a
number of tips for teachers who want to engage their
writers while pushing them beyond proficiency.
First, she suggested two tiers of suggestions. For students
who want to push themselves, she suggests that we offer
top-notch mentor texts, provide goal-setting support, and
share inspiration in the form of award-winning writing.
For students who are reluctant or complacent, Gottschalk
suggests we provide choice whenever possible and give
them time to write what they love to read. The student
who loves to ski, for example, could write passages
similar to articles that appear in Ski Magazine.
According to Gottschalk, standards and rubrics should
provide writers with a roadmap for improvement. She
suggested using Traits Rubrics from
www.educationnorthwest.org and downloading the
“National Writing Project Analytical Writing Rubric.”
Four keys to success include:
● creating units of study
● time and opportunity to write (just writing, not
writing in response to reading)
● Writer’s workshop as a year-long routine
● Mentor texts on every desk, including the
teacher’s
One tip that really stuck with me was, “You almost never
need an adjective if your verb is strong enough.”
Dusty provided screen shots of two engaging student
activities.

Heidi Lupinacci
“A Gifted State of Mind”
Creating Branches for Greater Possibilities presented by
Colleen Brown and Dan Hershelman. Each presenter
defined and illustrated with examples several
programming options that coordinators, advocates,
teachers, counselors, and parents could advocate the use
of for and with gifted learners. The aim of the session
was to provide the audience with fourteen possible
options that can be offered to gifted students at the
secondary level as programming that supports a student’s
needs and/or advanced learning plan. The information
presented will be used directly advocate, explore, and
implement as many options as possible with and for
gifted students in the CCSD In working with students,
counselors, and teachers the ability to have a menu or
branches of options that depart from the mainstream
should encourage and foster increased collegial
knowledge and scope of understanding. A new found
understanding of gifted learner needs should work to
build a more flexible and growth mindset. Specifically

one that focuses on providing students’ with experiences
or programming options that support them academically,
socially, emotionally, environmentally, and
motivationally. The fourteen programming options or
strategies presented were:
GT Mascot/ Advisory Clusters
Interest-Based Goal Focused Learning
Literature Circles/Book Studies
Social Emotional Lesson
Bibliotherapy
Student Openers
Purposeful Programming & Flexible Schedules
Up Your College Prep Game
Student Agency
Help them find a Club
Connect with a Mentor
Counsel Kids Out of Classes
Reflection
Backwards Design for Students
Salomeia Azgur.
“The Tale of the Worry Monster and the Ten
Dilemmas
Helping Individuals Learn to Tolerate and Manage
Anxiety Presenter”-Jenny Hecht
The worry monster is meant to help us with choices, yet
sometimes it can also cause a great deal of anxiety. This
anxiety can be brought on by the ten dilemmas that we
may face namely: the existential, moral, social,
productivity, worst case scenario, boredom, empathy,
means to an end, bass line, and gifted dilemma.

Shawn Achor, a Harvard psychologist, states that “Your
brain at positive is 31% more productive than your brain
at negative, neutral, or stressed.” If this is the case, then
what can be done? A few recommendations for managing
anxiety are: finding things to be grateful for, journaling,
exercising, meditating, and performing random acts of
kindness.
Ellie Broderick attended the following session:
NWEA MAP Mythbusters- Deciphering Fact from
Fiction (Lori Seelig)
In the NWEA Map Mythbusters session, Lori Seeling
discussed the meaning of a RIT score, proper test
administration, myths about NWEA testing, and some
general points about data analysis. NWEA is updating
their features frequently, and they will be releasing new
normed data in 2020. Some key things to note about
NWEA and MAP as they relate to gifted students are
included below.
Gifted students are typically labeled as “less likely to
show growth”; however, if teachers are giving proper
learning opportunities that are challenging for gifted
students, then they will show growth. Additionally,
when testing younger gifted students it is important to
administer the correct MAP test (i.e. 2-5 or 6+). Students
will shift from one test to the other at some point, and it
is important to note the difference in their RIT score may
be based on the highest level of achievement that they
can reach for each. For example, students taking the 2-5

test can not show their math capabilities as high as they
could on the 6+ test.

●

Suzanne Diekman:
Tiered Questioning Strategies Using Jacob’s Ladder:
This was a terrific presentation about the use of Jacob’s
Ladder questioning strategies for reading. I like the depth
of questions and how they move students to high level
thinking. The presenters showed several videos of how
the Ladders are used for scaffolding students towards
deeper levels of questioning. I like that the Ladders can
be used in small group or large/whole group. It also links
up well with the Great Books, which I use in my class
with higher level readers. The depth and complexity
icons could very well and easily be used alongside of the
Ladders as well..
Ladders are also great for coaching new teachers. Each
book contains a glossary of critical thinking terms. You
can pick ladders based on skills, pre/post assessment, to
generate higher level discussion and socratic processes.
Each piece is short so an easy high intervention.
Great article regarding questioning and engagement:
https://www.edutopia.org/article/3-ways-ask-questions-e
ngage-whole-class
In the presentation there was some great videos of how it
is being used in a 3rd grade GT class.
Overall the conference was terrific. I learned a lot, with
many take-aways that I can implement.
Sunny Vincent:

Games to Extend Learning in Mathematics”
presented by Vaerie Johse
Using math games to help stretch or extend students
thinking can help not only our gifted students but all our
students. The Kendall Hunt curriculum has a
supplemental curriculum that provides project based
learning activities that follow the common core
standards. It also includes games that can be used as
reinforcement or extension activities. Many of these
games would be great games to use for CogAT practice
for 2nd grade students.
Some of my favorite games they shared and let us try
were:

●

Izit - Students pick digit cards, this tells them
how many digits have to have in their answer,
then pick an operation card this tell them to
either add, subtract, multiply or divide. Then
they pick a direction card which tells them what
their task is. The overall goal is make the
expressions equal.
Make It Say It - Each student gets 10 digits (1-9),
students get a task to make and then have to say
the number they created. Example: Make the
largest four -digit number in which the thousands
digits is 3 times the one digit. Say It! You can
challenge students by making the clues for them.

Parent Resources
Padlet:
Padlet is an online virtual “bulletin” board, where
students and teachers can collaborate, reflect, share links
and pictures, in a secure location. Padlet allows users to
create a hidden wall with a custom URL. Each school
year, the gifted education team creates and sends out at
least 4 Padlets.
A link for Padlets is sent via email from your district’s
gifted coordinator. If you did not receive the link to the
Padlets, please contact your district's gifted coordinator.
October’s Padlet focused on college readiness and can be
found here: https://padlet.com/sazgur/40e2fkwmpcr4
November’s Padlet focused on leadership and can be
found here:
https://padlet.com/learninglupi/389fvdx80j1w
December’s Padlet: Student Opportunities:
https://padlet.com/rodegardsiegele/qclrredpfmwn
Library of Resources:
Each district has parent resource books available for
check-out. Book topics include parenting gifted children,
understanding perfectionism, emotional intensity,
advocacy for gifted children, and executive function
skills. Here is the link to view the book titles:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DLzl4UiScKS4
V2uWdTe-VMvAjuw63mjljZaLEsEne-4/edit?usp=shari
ng

Please contact your district’s gifted coordinator if you
would like to check-out a book or two. Check-out time is
one month. If you have recommendations for other
books the gifted team could purchase for parent
check-out, please let us know!

Update: Differentiated Instruction
Cadres
Each district is focused on providing professional
development on differentiated instruction. The Gilpin
County School District is planning an all staff
professional development in January. The Clear Creek
School District Cadre completed their day 2 training
November 21 and plan to meet with their principals to
develop a plan. For the Platte Canyon School District,
the cadre is working on a survey that will be sent to all
teachers. The survey results will be used to determine
topics for mini professional developments.

Gifted and Talented Programming
Platte Canyon School District:
DCES
Creating a Maze: The goal of this project was to
design a maze that fits a marble, contained inside a
piece of construction paper, works completely and
doesn’t break when playing with it. The students
had to follow all elements of a real design process,
including brainstorming, blueprints, prototypes,
tweaking and testing their designs. They were
excited at the opportunity to create their mazes as
well as show them off to their classmates.

book, they are discussing how they feel about the
content and whether they have experienced similar
situations.
Reflecting on Goals: Each student has a folder with
their affective goal as well as a place to reflect on
their goal every two weeks. Taking time to reflect
on their goal has helped students to be more aware
of the area in their lives that they need to focus on
and move towards change.
PCHS
Advisor/Advisee Class: As we’ve continued to
meet, students next area of focus was resumes. They
read an article titled How To Create a College
Admissions Resume, completed a template and then
started working on their resumes.
Since this class is comprised of different grade levels, on
top of the fact that each student has unique needs and
interests, it makes sense that they each student wants to
focus on what they need based on their future interests
and current state. To that end, we had a discussion about .
what they would like to get out of our time together.
Based on our conversation I am in the process of
addressing their requests through differentiated activities
that will be the comments that they provided in their
Google doc. The plan is to have on ongoing conversation
with the students through this Google doc to address
those comments.

Clear Creek School District
From me to you, I just want to wish all of the gifted students
and their families a joyous holiday season! I hope everyone
has a wonderful break full of family, fun, and fantastic
experiences as you are out and about! :), Mrs. Lupinacci

Reading & Discussing Book:
The Gifted Kids’ Survival
Guide by Judy Galbrataith
As students are reading this

The CCSD Differentiation Cadre Team members met to
explore the day two training. The training consisted of
additional in-depth differentiated instruction strategies to
be used with all students and special populations of
students, like the gifted. The team will be coordinating
with principals to turnkey these strategies to teachers in
their buildings during staff meetings in the form of mini
professional development sessions in the new year. The
team will be focusing on how to use Carol Tomlinson’s

“Equalizer Tool” to specifically tune differentiated
lessons and goals for individual students based on 9
factors that impact student learning.
Math is the focus! Mrs. Lupinacci collaborated with
CCMS and CCHS’ math department teachers to develop
a plan for supporting students’ math development in
readiness for graduation requirements. The team also
began discussing and drafting potential options for math
course pathways at the middle and high school so that all
students can have access to the rigorous math course
work they are ready for.
During second quarter, the 2nd grade universal screener
the Cognitive Abilities Test and the 7th grade Screening
Assessment for Gifted Elementary and Middles School
Students were administered. The results of each
assessment provided information classroom teachers on
how to best serve students in the classroom and/or used
as a part of the gifted referral/evaluation process if a
student’s result met the 95th percentile criterion. The
referral and evaluation process is underway for the 19-20
school year, any information specific to students in this
process is underway.
At the elementary level, affective,
challenge, and Primary Education
Thinking Skills groups and
classes are underway. Students
are actively engaged in learning
challenging
math
skills,
researching questions about topics they are passionate
about and learning more about themselves and how to
understand what it means to be gifted, Also, grades 1, 2,
and 3 at Carlson are loving the higher order thinking
lessons using the PETS program.
At CCMS/CCHS the fall play CLUE was a smash hit,
with its many gifted and
talented students performing
on stage. Their creativity,
humor,
and
wit
were
brilliantly displayed on stage.
Additionally,
students
prepared for the band and
choir concerts, visited with counselors and staff as they
started completing their ICAP and college career
readiness. Some students participated in the college fair!

The Gifted students at CCMS/ HS are all about
community service; many of them participate in student
government, Key Club, Trek, Rotary, NHS, and MS
Student Council. The CC community is blessed to have
such an active and engaged group of students.
Looking for more information about GE in CCSD, visit The
Accelerator for Parents and Students and the Gifted Education Central
pages. If you’ve forgotten the password for the GEC, please email
Mrs. Lupinacci at heidi.lupinacci@ccsdre1.org and she will send it to
you.

Gilpin County School District
The NaNoWriMo (National Novel Writing Month) Club
has extended its meeting dates until the end of December
because the author’s in the club wanted more time to
either start a new Novel or continue on the one they were
working on in November. The club met twice a week
during the months of October and November to help
encourage students to write a novel. Students spent time
working together to bounce ideas back and forth and
develop their plot, setting, characters and climax in their
books. Students are now in the editing process.
The MathCounts club will be having their first
competition on December 18th after finals that day.
Students will compete against each other to prepare for
the Chapter competition in Golden at the School of
Mines on Feb. 7th.
Science Bowl is still meeting to practice and develop
their science knowledge for the competitions in the
future. Middle school will be competing on Feb. 1st and
high school will be competing on March 14th.
The Differentiation Cadre which consists of two
elementary and three secondary teachers along with the
district Gifted Coordinator have observed and surveyed
all teachers in order to prepare for a full day all school
training in January. The training will consist of stations
that focus on different differentiation strategies in the
areas of process, content and product. Teacher’s will
have choices on stations they want to work on. Within
each station there will be three levels of activities to help
them better understand, practice and implement the
strategy into their own classrooms.

